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Facilitator: Kevin Mulvahil 

 

Attendance: Adrian Phillips, Laurie Fisher, Will Green, Ian Bradford, Michael Swart, Nathan 

Lidgett, Johnnie Dichiera, Dave Daniels, Michael  Ingrid Stonhill, Alex Earl, Wayne 

Kalakala, Sam Tapp, Jedd Fawcett, Jade French, Patrick Underwood, Tara Craigie, 

Jason Craigie, Neil MacDonald, Louise Bilato, Eleanor Fordyce, Jane Mack, Cathy 

Hayes 

 

Apologies:  Noel Hassall, David Walker, Clint Walker, Warrick Barrett, Barry Lemcke, Jeffrey 

Swart, Dominic Nicholl, Chris Whatley, Joe Wilson, Alan Fisher, Laurence Ah Toy, 

Dave O’Hare, Jon McNaught, James Kelly, David Armstrong, Ian Brown, Joe Atkins, 

Paul Burke, Will Evans, Frazer Dunn  

 

1. Introduction: 

NT Buffalo Industry Council President, Michael Swart welcomed all attendees and outlined 

the intentions for the meeting to seek industry feedback on: 

a) Improving supply chain efficiency and market access 

b) Developing the buffalo industry 

c) What needs to be done to achieve the long-term viability and sustainability of 

harvesting buffalo for live export and abattoir. 

The meeting will inform critical issues to be addressed at a Buffalo Round table to be held in 

Darwin in April 2021.  The Buffalo Round table will discuss barriers to build an industry of 

economic interest to the Northern Territory. 

 

2. Setting the Scene 

Facilitator, Kevin Mulvahil provided context and explained that getting the buffalo supply 

chain right is more critical now than ever for the sustainability of the industry.   

Demand from the export market has been strong for several years. Although the number 

exported from Darwin has steadily increased over the last 6 years with 10,833 buffalo exported 

for the first time in 2020, it is thought that there would be a market for at least 20,000 per year 

if supply issues could be resolved, especially whilst cattle prices remain high.   

The Rum Jungle abattoir takes buffalo that are not suitable for the better-paying live export 

trade, especially females. The abattoir has also signalled its intention to increase buffalo 

throughput in 2021.   

Most buffalo production is currently on Aboriginal freehold land from unmanaged herds. If 

buffalo producers and mustering contractors want to expand their markets and turn off the 

numbers suggested, we must be able to turn off a quality product.   

The industry recognises the substitutability of buffalo meat for beef in South East Asian 

markets. 
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3. Supply chain issues 

a) Export: Patrick Underwood (ACE) explained that the industry is now operating in a highly 

regulated market and there is no margin for error. 

Patrick summarised the ASEL Version 3 changes implemented from 01 November 2020 and 

the impacts for the buffalo industry due to significant additional regulatory burdens and 

reduced stocking densities. Cost of holding an export licence is set to rise from $20,000 to 

$108,000 and inspection fees could increase from $1.50 per animal to $5.00 per animal – which 

could make the business unviable for some exporters.  

Patrick explained that since 2015, 8 reportable incidents of mortalities triggered investigations. 

ASEL review recommended reduced stocking densities for buffalo, down 39%.  All buffalo 

must have 5 clear days in export yards and from 01 May 21 buffalo over 500kg will require 

more time in registered premises (21 days) pre-export with heavy animal management plans.  

The new rules mean that if an exporter has a reportable incident then their compliance 

obligations are increased. Reduced stocking densities are then applied to all their transported 

livestock (cattle and buffalo) not only large animals. 

 Two exporters are doing regular shipments of smaller buffalo into Indonesia and Vietnam. To 

reduce business risk exposure exporters may decline to take large buffalo (over 500kg), which 

will affect the profitability of buffalo producers and contractors. 

 Patrick indicated that exporters need to use NTBIC members only. 

Ian Bradford explained that younger swamp buffalo that had spent time behind wire were easy 

to handle in export yards and took to the pellets pre-export and there have been nil mortalities 

this year. Ian reiterated that exporters should buy only from those buffalo producers and 

contractors who operate in accordance with the Buffalo Code of Practice.   

 Neil MacDonald explained that buffalo mortalities through the live export chain is the priority 

of the AgriFutures Australia 2021-2025 RD&E Plan.  Neil reported that the cause of death is 

often pneumonia. One component of the planned research is to look at vaccinations and 

examine nutritional content as well as feed plans prior to departure and onboard.  

 Neil noted that any decision by exporters to stop buying heavy (over 500kg) bulls will have 

significant financial implications. 

 Jane Mack noted that Biosecurity, Live Export, Developing Northern Australia, Aboriginal 

Land Rights are all Commonwealth legislative responsibilities and representatives of relevant 

Commonwealth agencies need to better understand the industry specific issues. 

 

 Summary of issues discussed: 

• Demand for NT live buffalo in Indonesia, Vietnam, Sarawak, Sabah, Malaysia and 

Brunei is strong. 

• The price differential between buffalo and cattle is high, making buffalo more profitable 

for exporters. 

• How buffalo are mustered, handled, transported, fed and watered in yards and export 

yards must be in accordance with the Buffalo Code of Practice. 

• Competing with Indian boxed buffalo meat selling for $4.00kg in wet markets and 

Indian herd of approximately 100 million buffalo. 

• In Indonesia and Vietnam feedlots buffalo do well (but no hard data to reference). 

• Critically the industry does not have hard data on buffalo to identify factors that may 

contribute to poor health and welfare outcomes in the supply chain. 

• Exporters are desperate to reduce risk exposure and avoid substantial additional costs 

and know that the risk of a buffalo death on a livestock vessel starts at the beginning of 

the supply chain.  
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• Exporters must strictly control for quality, not over sell and therefore take any animal 

to fill an order.  

• Buyers and agents will be extremely vigilant and will be rejecting animals deemed to 

pose a risk. 

• Costs to hold buffalo in export yards is approximately $8.00 per day. 

• Costs to hold buffalo behind wire in paddocks is approximately $7.00 per week for a 

minimum of six weeks to transition from poor condition to saleable. 

• Exporters are very enthusiastic about supporting the research. 

• LiveCorp has previously indicated willingness to collaborate with AgriFutures 

Australia to fund research that can contribute to industry sustainability. 

• How does the buffalo industry consistently present the right animals for export? 

• Research priority to examine how to de-risk big bulls (over 500kg) for the Vietnamese 

market. 

 

b) Abattoir: Nathan Lidgett explained Rum Jungle abattoir’s plans for 2021 to significantly 

increase numbers of buffalo processed through the facility. On the supply side the abattoir will 

be looking for 120-160 buffalo for 2 days initially ramping up to 3 days per week but do not 

want to be holding buffalo in the yards.  

 Nathan explained that market access for boxed meat has many variables from different 

slaughtering requirements, different bleed times on the chain, frozen or chilled products and 

these factors along with country-to-country protocols influence production costs and business 

viability. 

 Nathan explained that regulatory requirements are equally onerous on abattoir facilities with 

Commonwealth regulators continuously observing the health and welfare of animals and every 

part of the slaughter process with the risk of losing export markets ever present.  

 Nathan explained difficulties in obtaining approvals for value-added products such as offal, 

which is in the process of being retested and reclassified as well as foetal blood, which must 

also receive relevant approvals. 

 Michael Swart noted the costs of holding buffalo after dehorning, prior to slaughter, adds 

between $50 and $100 per animal.  Nathan referred to problems in the knocking box if the 

buffalo are not dehorned. 

 Nathan acknowledged that the fortnightly grid price had made it difficult for buffalo contractors 

to operate viably. The abattoir is willing to set a ‘Buy Price’ for the season to provide 

assurances to buffalo producers and contractors.   

 Adrian Phillips noted that abattoir prices in 2020 were too low for many producers and 

contractors. If the abattoir does not increase their prices in 2021 then they will not meet their 

slaughter targets.  In 2020 producers were subsidising mustering operations in Arnhem land 

with monies made from buffalo (held behind wire for a time) and exported.  

  

Summary of issues discussed: 

• Rum Jungle abattoir is heavily dependent on buffalo.  

• If the abattoir fails due to a shortage of stock will have a detrimental effect on both 

cattle and buffalo industries. 

• How can producers and contractors assist the abattoir to manage a consistent supply of 

420 buffalo per week into the abattoir? 

• Import protocols for boxed buffalo meat is impacting market access into Vietnam. 

• A set ‘buy price’ may iron out some uncertainty. 
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• Rum Jungle expects interstate abattoirs will be chasing NT buffalo due to price of cattle. 

• Must have a fully operational abattoir to address the growing environmental issues 

caused by buffalo in Arnhem land.  

• Larger buffalo (over 500kg) must go to the abattoir to de-risk the export trade. 

• Country to country protocols for boxed buffalo meat must be fast tracked. 

c) Aboriginal Owned Lands:  

 Sam Tapp reported that multiple contractors are often chasing the same mapped areas in their 

applications for Section 19 land use agreements resulting in higher royalty payments paid than 

may be viable.   

 Sam explained that maps lodged with S.19 applications are forwarded to NLC Anthropologists 

who must then develop a list of all the traditional owners that must be consulted. 

 Sam explained that the NLC’s role is to look at what agreement will provide the best 

commercial return to the traditional owners.  Without the consent of all the traditional owners 

applications will not be approved. 

 Neil MacDonald explained that Territory NRM had estimated the buffalo population in 

Arnhem land to be about 187,000 and increasing at a rate of 26,000 per year. 

 Ingrid Stonhill explained that the Bawinanga Aboriginal Corporation’s plan was to turn off 

buffalo from environmentally sensitive areas around Maningrida to avoid shoot to waste. Ingrid 

noted that the timeframes imposed by NLC to carry out section 19 consultations was a serious 

bottleneck to Aboriginal enterprise development.   

Ingrid enquired whether there might be a way to review the consultation process to allow a 

level of delegation by the NLC to local Aboriginal Corporations who work with their traditional 

owners continuously.  Ingrid explained that NLC’s employed representatives may not have 

been on country, or ever met the traditional owners with whom they are consulting. 

 Environmental issues due to the increase in the buffalo population is becoming increasingly 

concerning for many Aboriginal organisations, ranger groups and IPAs. Impact of buffalo on 

the ecology of the sub-coastal plains of the Top End recognised, particularly on waterways, 

wetlands and vegetation. 

 Many traditional owners are opposed to aerial culling. 

Shoot to waste brings up its own set of problems and costs between $50 - $120 per head to cull.  

Nil royalties paid to traditional owners.  In most situations shoot to waste should be the action 

of last resort.  Buffalo have a commercial value and shooting to waste deprives traditional 

owners of that royalty payment.  

 IPA solution is to cull buffalo by shooting to waste. NTBIC should be lobbying against 

shooting animals until after harvesting operations have been completed. 

  

Adrian outlined the breakdown of mustering contractor costs that work to the benefit of all 

parties:  

- Contractor   80% of sale price 

- Traditional owners 20% royalties  

Costs include: labour/wages, camp set up and operation, helicopter, fuel, equipment, transport, 

feed, processing. 

 

Summary of issues discussed: 

• Shortage of appropriately trained Anthropologists for the NLC to utilise for identifying 

the right traditional owners to consult. 
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• Need for improved cooperation between buffalo contractors to avoid unnecessary 

competition, which causes delays when all traditional owners in the area under 

consideration must be consulted and give consent. 

• What changes to the Aboriginal Land Rights Act are required to enable consultations 

for S.19s to be conducted by third parties? 

• What other measures can be taken to streamline the approvals process for the off take 

of buffalo when environmental concerns are uppermost? 

• Trade-off between cash for buffalo (royalty payments) in Arnhem Land and 

environmental land management / conservation.  Buffalo are highly regarded in parts 

of Arnhem Land for the commercial value they hold.  

• Price fluctuations and buffalo mortalities pre-sale make royalty payments per head 

unviable. 

• Who should be responsible for conducting a socio-economic-cultural-environmental 

cost-benefit of the off take of buffalo from Arnhem land? 

• Buffalo harvesting requires landowners and mustering contractors to manage all risks 

effectively (animal welfare and human safety.) 

• What legislative reform of the Land Rights Act would facilitate buffalo industry 

development? 

• How are the numbers of buffalo harvested from Aboriginal owned lands checked with 

royalty payments? 

 

d) NLIS Tagging, Waybills and CCTV 

Wide ranging discussion on the purpose of NLIS tags for disease control and food safety. 

Adrian Phillips noted that putting a NLIS tag in the ear of a 7-year-old buffalo in Arnhem land 

does not tell you where it has been for the last 7 years. 

Jed Fawcett explained that the risks described by buffalo contractors caused by tagging in 

temporary yards in remote areas are very real. “Buffalo wreck well-built yards.” 

  

The cost to construct a set of well-built yards suitable for buffalo with shade, water, sprinklers 

and access for road trains can be in the vicinity of $1 million.  

 

Discussion regarding the NT Livestock Act and regulatory requirements applied to animals 

mustered from unfenced areas of Arnhem land with 26 separate Property Identification codes.   

Adrian explained that the waybill movement record can notify the Government authority of the 

stock movement within 24-hours. 

 

Summary of issues discussed:  

• The consequences of tagging done poorly are considerable for all parties including loss 

of royalties payable to traditional owners. 

• NLIS tags work effectively for buffalo behind wire but not for free ranging buffalo. 

• Animal Welfare and Human Safety are paramount to the sustainability of the industry. 

• Animal welfare throughout the supply chain must be uppermost and the most effective 

way to achieve that is by domesticating more buffalo and holding buffalo behind wire 

up to 400kg.  

• Imperative that buffalo contractors not run yards with numbers more than what can be 

safely handled.   
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• Smart approach is to leave a few buffalo behind to act as coaches.  

• Depot facilities will encourage the transition to increased buffalo numbers behind wire. 

e) Workforce Training and Development 

Michael Swart raised the question as to how the buffalo industry can better train its workforce. 

The NTBIC is keen to see more young people trained in handling buffalo.  Low Stress Stock 

handling training has been previously delivered at Beatrice Hill and by NTLEA as well as 

NTCA.  Tara and Jason Craigie outlined the program they were involved in mentoring 

Indigenous trainees on various subjects including WH&S and Animal Welfare standards.  

Discussion on the importance of NTBIC engaging an Industry Development and Compliance 

Officer to work with producers and contractors to fully implement the Buffalo Code of Practice 

and to provide support and assistance to all the relevant stakeholders.   

  

Summary of issues discussed: 

• Workforce training to address skills shortages must include Low Stress Stock handling 

training. 

• Pre-employment training of 2-weeks intensive before commencing work with stock. 

• Training at depot facilities to be able to safely move buffalo and quieten. 

. 

Concluding Remarks: 

 

Kevin Mulvahil summarised the key outcomes from the consultations that would inform the Buffalo 

Roundtable and thanked all participants for their attendance.  

 

Meeting closed:  2.35pm 

 

 

 

 

 


